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Image content in the Internet is language independent and is natively perceived by humans.
Our method exploits these properties for online security and privacy applications.
Initial research goal is to reliably label Weapon webpages.

1. Visual words, or local features
Object

2. Bag of Visual Words
Bag of ‘words’

The “bag of words” method represents an
object by its parts, that can be visual elements.
These “words” or “visual words” are similar
between objects and simplify comparison.
Popular visual words (or local features)
are SIFT, SURF and HOG. All are based
on pixel gradients in image.

1. Local features are extracted from dataset
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Pixel gradients are
weighted with Gaussian
kernel and quantised in 4x4
cells with 8 directions

A Bag of Words contains enough information to
distinguish between classes. Local features work
equally well, but they need to be quantised into
distinct visual “words”.

Same idea as SIFT,
Computes histograms of
compute results faster with pixel gradients with given
approximated Hessian
window size. Runs in sliding
matrix.
window over image.

Detect optimal visual word position and orientation.
Patented methods.

Sliding window is visual word.
Free method.

3. Data and Application Problems

2. Local features are quantised into visual words (4 here)
3. Images are represented as bags-of-visual-words, or histograms or visual words
4. Images are classified by any suitable model: linear, neural network, random forest…

5. (optional) Transform bag-of-words into histogram-of-topics with topic modelling
like Latent Dirichlet Allocation, before applying a classifier.

Best results so far with large vocabulary (>10000 words)
followed by Random Forest, or followed by Latent Dirichlet Allocation + Linear model.
Local feature type has negligible effect.

4. Future Research and Implementation

Is object localization for free? –
Weakly-supervised learning with convolutional neural networks

The original data are human-labeled URLs, but the task is image labelling.
Weapon URLs provided 18,000 unique images with estimated ⅓ relevant ones.

A. Local image features from convolutional Deep Networks

State-of-the-art computer vision systems are trained on millions of images.
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Problems
• No fixed dataset for training and test
• Changing models and target labels

Solutions
•
•
•
•
•

Reproducible research
Need flexible tool with easy re-run
Easy integration with various models
Automated parameter validation
Portability between computers

We produced an ImageVectorizer module compatible with Scikit-Learn.
It is portable, easy to use and integrates with existing methods. (demo)

C. Masked training images with human-assisted object detection
train iter. 4200

Manually sorted relevant images (sorting is fast, currently 75% accuracy on these)

train iter. 510

B. Unsupervised object detection with Deep Learning

D. Sliding window over rendered webpage for website labelling
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